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Enfusion Live is coming into 2013 and has already gotten a head start, with four fight cards
already scheduled, featuring marquee names and match-ups, along with a planned ten or so
events this year. It's great to have another promotion on the scene that's putting together good
fights and fight cards to look forward to.

Enfusion somewhat got an early start on the year with the third season of their reality show
coming to an end on December 2 in Slovenia, which saw Franci Grajs defeat Sahak Parparyan
and Andrew Tate in the process, staking his claim to being the number one fighter at 85kg in
kickboxing. Based off their scheduled events on their websites so far , Enfusion has Grajs, Tate
and Parparyan all scheduled to fight for them in the first half of 2013, getting a head start on the
85kg for the year. That's arguably the top three at 85kg, with Tate fighting in February and
March, Sahak fighting in March and Grajs fighting in April under the banner.

First off, Enfusion will start their year on February 2 in Belgium with a four man, one night
heavyweight tournament to determine a contestant for their reality show which takes place in
Las Vegas. Andrew Tate will also be on the card in an 85kg super fight against David Radeff,
along with a women's 61kg title fight between Anke van Genkel and Aleide Lawant.

To top that off, just look at the other three events that have been scheduled so far, via
Enfusion's website. With ten potential events like the likes of these this year, one should be
hard pressed not to be looking forward to some great fights and events being put on this year.
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